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Abstract—Two basic issues for data analysis and kernel-machines
design are approached in this paper: determining the number of
partitions of a clustering task and the parameters of kernels. A
distance metric is presented to determine the similarity between
kernels and FCM proximity matrices. It is shown that this measure is
maximized, as a function of kernel and FCM parameters, when there
is coherence with embedded structural information. We show that
the alignment function can be maximized according FCM and
kernel parameters. The results presented shed some light on the
general problem of setting up the number of partitions in a
clustering task and in the proper setting of kernel parameters
according to structural information.
Keywords— Affinity matrix, Clustering, Fuzzy C-Means (FCM),
Kernel matrix, Reordering, Sorting.

1 Introduction
The importance of kernels has been much emphasized in the
literature as the basic construct of learning machines like
SVMs [6]. Kernel parameters play, therefore, a major role in
achieving good performance of these classifiers. Setting up
kernel parameters is usually accomplished by an exhaustive
search carried out in the space of parameters. Quite often
this search is completed without a full understanding of how
kernels represent relations in the input space. The proper setup of kernels is only expected to capture the input to feature
space mapping that results on an acceptable overall machine
performance, without any direct constraints imposed on the
internal representation of relationships between patterns.

represent the same structural information. The parameters to
be set are basically the width r of the Gaussian functions, for
RBF kernels, and the number of partitions c, the basic
parameter of FPMs. In this paper, we investigate how these
two parameters are related to the alignment between RBF
kernels and FPMs.
Experimental results on synthetic data yielded maximum
alignment on values of c that coincide with the number of
clusters of the data generator functions. This suggests that,
for a given kernel matrix, the proper number of clusters can
be induced by maximizing the similarity of FPM and the
kernel matrix. In addition, it is also shown that, for the same
problems, SVMs [6] can also be designed by setting the
kernel parameter to the corresponding value of r that
maximizes the similarity.
The paper is organized as follows. We start with a general
overview of the main concepts including kernels and FPM.
The concept of affinity matrix representation of kernels and
FPMs is then described. Another important link between
these two representations of data is presented in section 5
where kernels are shown to incorporate the same structural
information the FPMs. The metric for similarity measure is
then presented, which is followed by the description of the
optimization algorithm, the main results, discussions and
conclusions.

2 Mercer Kernels
However, like Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) [7] proximity
matrices (FPM) [8], kernels may incorporate important
structural information about the data. In fact, data clustering
can be accomplished by using information already contained
in kernels, by finding the proper order of columns and rows
of the kernel matrix [2, 3, 4, 5]. A similar affinity matrix [1]
representation can also be obtained for FPMs, which may
suggest that kernels and FPMs embody similar information
about the data if their parameters are set accordingly. This
observation also suggests that supervised and unsupervised
learning may exhibit a closer relationship by the exchange of
information between kernels and FPMs.
The problem of approximating kernels and FPMs relies,
therefore, on setting their parameters so that they yield
matrices that are close to each other or, in other words, that
ISBN: 978-989-95079-6-8

The main characteristic of (Mercer) kernels [9] in the
supervised learning context is that they allow implicit
mapping of input data into feature space without actually
computing the mapping itself. Instead, the mapping is
accomplished by computing the internal product located in
the input space. The kernel matrix K=[k(xi,xj] is regarded as
a Mercer kernel if it is symmetric and positive semi-definite.
In general, the kernel matrix can be considered as a matrix
capturing similarity between all pairs of points of a data set.
Kernels can be implemented by polynomials, linear and
sigmoidal functions as well as Gaussian functions. A
Gaussian, or RBF, kernel is described as follows

(

− xi − x j

k ( xi , x j ) = e

2r

)2

2

(1)

where r is the radius of the Gaussian function.
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As an example, let us consider Fig. 1, where data were
sampled from two Gaussian distributions. The corresponding
RBF kernel where r=0.25 is shown in Fig. 2. As patterns are
not ordered according to the generator functions, no
structural information can be directly visualized in the kernel
matrix. In order to observe pattern relation properties
directly from the kernel matrix, it is necessary to order the
patterns accordingly, as it will be described in the next
sections.

The obtained partition matrix U=[uij] can be used to generate
the NxN proximity matrix P=[pkl], according to the known
relationship available in the literature [8] that is presented in
(3). Likewise kernels, the proximity matrix P embodies
relationships between patterns according to the clusters
represented in the partition matrix U.
c

p kl = ∑ min(u ik , u il )

(3)

i =1

4 Affinity matrices
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k k =1 , where N is the number of
Given a data set u
patterns, the elements sij of the Affinity Matrix S=[sij]
contain a measurement or estimation of the affinity of the
pair of patterns (xi, xj), where affinity is defined as a likeness
based on relationship or causal connection [1]. For reflexive
affinities, S is symmetrical, what implies on sij=sji. In
general, the Affinity Matrix can be represented as a block
diagonal symmetrical matrix as the one of (4).
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Figure 1: Data sample from two Gaussian distributions.
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Figure 2: Unordered RBF kernel matrix (r=0.25) for the data
of Fig. 1.

3 FCM Proximity Matrix
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where Sij=Sji are sub-matrices of S and k is the total number
of sub-groups of S.
For ordered data sets, kernels and proximity matrices can be
represented in the form of (4), where sub-matrix Sii
represents within-cluster affinities and Sij represents intercluster affinities, for i≠j. Consider, for instance, the data set
of Fig. 1 and the corresponding kernel presented in Fig. 2,
which is now ordered according to the generator
distributions and presented in Fig. 3. The block-diagonal
affinity matrix form of the kernel presented in Fig. 3 shows
clearly the structure of the data set. The block-diagonal
matrices S11 and S22 represent the two clusters of Fig. 1 with
30 elements each, whereas the matrices S21 and S12 represent
the relationships between data of matrices S11 and S22.
Matrices S21 and S12 have in fact very small values,
indicating that the two clusters are not quite related to each
other, as can be confirmed in Fig. 1. A similar result to the
one presented in Fig. 3 would have been obtained if the
proximity matrix P were obtained and ordered according to
the partition matrix U for c=2.

Fuzzy clustering realized by the well-known FCM algorithm
[7] is formulated as a constrained optimization problem,
where the partition matrix U=[uik] satisfies the constraint

∑

c

i =1

u ik = 1 , while the objective function to be minimized

reads as follows
c

N

J = ∑∑ uikm || x k − v i || 2

(2)

i =1 k =1

where c is the number of partitions (clusters) in the data set,
N is the data set size, m is the fuzziness coefficient
(fuzziness factor) and vi is the prototype of cluster i.
ISBN: 978-989-95079-6-8
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Figure 3: Ordered RBF kernel matrix (r=0.25) for the data
set of Fig. 1.

Figure 5: Affinity matrix representation of the ordered RBF
kernel matrix of the data set of Fig. 4.

5 Clustering by Sorting Kernels

6 Alignment of Kernels and FPMs

In the previous section we have pointed out to the close
relationship between kernels and proximity matrices as
represented by affinities of the data. Clustering algorithms
can be described with the objective of sorting kernel
matrices. There are in fact clustering algorithms in the
literature that work by sorting rows and columns of the
kernel matrix [2, 3, 4, 5] in order to obtain affinity matrices
like the one presented in Fig. 3. Once the affinity matrix has
been formed, embedded cluster information can be directly
extracted from the kernels.

In order to quantify the similarity between kernels and
proximity matrices, the Empirical Alignment described in
[2] was adopted. The alignment quantity A is described in
the form

K, P

A( K , P) =

K, K
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Figure 4: Data set obtained from 6 Gaussian functions.
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P, P

(3)
F

where K and P, respectively, are the kernel and proximity
matrices and

.,.

F

is the Frobenius inner product [2],
N

The eigenvector ordering method [1, 2] was applied to the
data set presented in Fig. 4, which was generated from 6
Gaussian generator functions. The corresponding ordered
RBF kernel is presented in Fig. 5. As it can be observed, the
ordered kernel shows clearly the presence of 6 groups of
data in the input space. The affinity matrix representation of
kernels simply reveal the information that is already present
in the kernel, since only permutation operations were
accomplished in the rows and columns of the original
matrix. This indicates that (properly set) kernels already
contain information about data structure that is equivalent to
that obtained by clustering methods.

F

F

K, P

F

N

= ∑∑ K (i, j ) P(i, j )

(4)

i =1 j =1

7 Alignment as an Optimization Problem
As discussed in the previous sections, depending on their
parameters, kernels and FPM may incorporate analogous
information about patterns and cluster relationships which
hold in the input space. For the RBF kernels, structural
information may be revealed by the proper setting of the
width r, whereas FPM ability to describe pattern relations
depends on the previously set number of clusters c.
Nevertheless, these parameters are usually blindly
configured in advance by the user. In the SVM design, the
value of r can be fine-tuned according to the overall learning
machine performance, while further cluster analysis can also
give a hint for fine tuning of the value of c. When the setting
of (c, r) results on affinity matrices that are coherent with the
actual data structure, the corresponding kernel and FPM will
be aligned to each other, according to the metric presented in
(3). These arguments suggest that A(K,P) has a maximum on
(c*, r*), where c* and r* are, respectively, the number of
partitions and RBF width that best describe the original data
structure. This characterizes the optimization problem
presented in (5). The objective is therefore to obtain the
values of the parameters c and r that maximize the
alignment, which are expected to be the ones that describe
better the data set for both kernel and proximity matrix.
arg max A( K , P )
(5)
( c ,r )
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Figure 8: Alignment A(K,P) as a function of c and r for a
data set with 4 Gaussian generator functions.

8 Evolutionary Optimization
A simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) [10] was implemented
in order to optimize (5) for the three problems represented
by the objective functions of Fig. 6, 7, and 8. GA parameters
are presented in Table 1 and the obtained results in Table 2.
As can be observed, the maximum obtained for the three
objective functions are quite close to the ones observed in
the figures. As for the number of clusters, the optimization
yielded exactly the same number of generator functions.
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Figure 6: Alignment A(K,P) as a function of c and r for the
data set of Fig. 1.
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In order to demonstrate the arguments above, the values of
A(K,P) were computed as a function of c and r for the data
sets coming from Fig. 1 and 4, respectively. The obtained
results are shown in Fig. 6 and 7. The same calculations
were also completed for another data set with 4 original
Gaussian generator functions. The obtained graph is
presented in Fig. 8. As can be observed in Fig. 6, 7 and 8,
the maximum occurs for c=2, c=6 and c=4, respectively,
which correspond to the original number of generator
functions used in each data set. These results confirm the
principle that the alignment function (3) has a maximum
corresponding to the number of generator functions and that
(5) could be optimized in order to obtain the values of c and
r that result on the best representation of the data set. In the
next section, the optimization of (5) will be implemented
with a simple Genetic Algorithm (GA) [10] approach.

Table 1: Parameters of the SGA for optimization of the
objective functions of Fig. 6, 7 and 8.
Number of variables in search space

2

Population size

50

Maximum number of generations

65

Crossover rate

0.6

Mutation rate

0.03

Biased linear cross-over coefficient

0.9

Linear cross-over coefficient

0.5

0.8
0.7

Table 2: SGA solutions for the objective functions of Fig. 6,
7 and 8.
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Figure 7: Alignment A(K,P) as a function of c and r for the
data set of Fig. 4.
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Number of
generator
functions
Two
Four
Six

Number
of
iterations
52
19
63

r

c

A

0.5894
0.6808
0.6551

2
4
6

0.9540
0.9537
0.9758

The SGA was also applied to the data set of Fig. 9,
represented as a binary classification problem. In order to
distinguish between structural information and data set
labels for classification problems, one of the classes was
sampled from two Gaussian distributions, as can be observed
in Fig. 9. In such a situation, there are three generator
functions and two classes. This can be visualized by the
ordered kernel of Fig. 10, which suggests the existence of
the three clusters, in spite of the number of labels. The SGA
optimization resulted on r=0.66959, c=3 and A=0.92225,
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what is consistent with the number of clusters of the original
distribution.
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Figure 9: Binary classification problem sampled from three
generator functions.

Figure 11: SVM separation surface for Fig. 9. RBF kernel
was selected with and r=0.66959 obtained from SGA
optimization.

9 Discussions and conclusions
Kernel and clustering design was presented in this paper in
the perspective of function optimization. Our main argument
to support this principle is that when both kernel and FPM
are coherent with the embedded structural information
contained in the data set, they should be aligned to each
other. Alignment is measured in this paper according to the
Frobenius inner product [2] between kernel and FPM,
computed as a function of the parameters c and r. Therefore,
we argue that maximum alignment should result on a proper
setting of the parameters c and r. This approach differs from
other kernel FCM algorithms [11], since the original
objective functions are used.
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Figure 10: Affinity matrix representation of the ordered RBF
kernel matrix of the data set of Fig. 9.

In order to show the consistency of the RBF width resulted
from SGA optimization for classification purposes, a SVM
was designed with the obtained value of r=0.66959. The
corresponding separating surface is presented in Fig. 11 and,
as can be observed, the resulting surface is coherent with the
classification problem (the margin parameter was set to
C=2). This suggests that the maximum obtained from (5)
also points out to a proper tuning of kernel parameters for
SVM design. Similar procedures were applied to the Iris
data set [12], which resulted on c=2 in the maximum
alignment. This result is consistent with the literature and
with statistical analysis of the data set [13].

This principle sheds some light on the discussion of
determining the number of partitions of a clustering task. It
has been shown throughout the paper that coherent partitions
can be inferred according to the maximum alignment
principle. Likewise, proper kernel design can also be
obtained from the alignment. This suggests that kernel can
be designed by exploring the structural data properties
instead of performing an exhaustive blind search in the space
of parameters with the aim of solely accomplishing the
input-output mapping. According to these arguments,
kernels should be more representative of the underlying data
instead of serving uniquely as a mapping engine. This also
suggests that kernels and FCM clustering should be codesigned and not described independently. According to the
same principle, supervised and unsupervised learning may
exhibit a closer relationship by collaborative interaction
between kernels and FPMs.
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